Determinants of and barriers to adoption of digital therapeutics for mental health at scale in the NHS
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ABSTRACT

Objectives Although it is widely acknowledged that digital therapeutics will play a significant role in the future delivery of healthcare, the method by which these innovations may be commissioned by the National Health Service, at scale, remains unclear. This study explores English health commissioners’ experiences of, and attitudes towards, adopting digital healthcare innovations.

Methods 37 commissioners and decision-makers from a range of sectors within the health profession were invited to participate in structured interviews to gather relevant examples of experience and opinions. 14 commissioners participated and the notes from the resulting interviews were interpreted using qualitative content analysis. Controlled interpretation was applied to the categorised responses, paraphrasing and classifying into themes.

Results Common determinants and barriers to adoption of digital mental health expressed during the interview process included commissioners’ lack of familiarity with technology, information governance, digital literacy of users and decision-makers.

Conclusions Recognition of identified barriers may be helpful for innovators when developing engagement and market access strategies and suggest areas for focus and further development within the commissioning process to accommodate digital health solutions.

INTRODUCTION

Digital therapeutics (DTx) and mobile health (mhealth) products are becoming widely accepted as necessary for the future of efficient healthcare service delivery.1–4 The adoption of DTx solutions is complex, often involving multiple stakeholders from different disciplines, numerous decision-making processes and a series of personal or organisational value judgements.5–7 Although the National Health Service (NHS) Apps Library offers an array of approved digital products for a range of health issues and conditions, adoption of these apps has been variable across the NHS in England.11 This has recently been attributed, in part, to unclear pathways to market and an absence of structured processes around evaluation and commissioning of digital health products as well as financial, regulatory and security hurdles.5–12 Clinician and individuals’ concerns relating to data privacy, equality of access, clinical efficacy and safety are also significant potential barriers facing the adoption of DTx solutions.7

The recently published Accelerated Access Review acknowledges these challenges, yet also recognises opportunities for more rapidly adopting transformative
innovations into the NHS to improve patient outcomes. Serious efforts are now being made to provide clarity and process for both digital innovators, healthcare professionals and patients around adoption of digital health solutions.

The NHS is made up of hundreds of separate but linked organisations, and the burden of managing complex interactions and data flows between trusts, systems and individuals too often falls on patients. Currently, much NHS technology relies on systems designed for a pre-internet age, and data does not follow a patient around the system. Change has been slow because responsibility for digital, data and tech has been split across multiple agencies, teams and organisations. It is possible that a new organisation, NHSX, will address this by bringing together experts in technology, digital, data and cyber security to develop world-class digital services, to build on the NHS Long Term Plan.3,4

Mental health is one area where DTx solutions are being developed and trialled to expand access to treatments and potentially reduce the need for face-to-face therapies. Using a well-evidenced, digital cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) based tool for treating insomnia (www.sleepio.com) as a technology exemplar, the work described herein sought to evaluate the challenges and barriers to identifying, commissioning and implementing novel digital solutions for mental health at scale across a population.

METHODS
The Oxford Academic Health Science Network and Big Health (the developers of the DTx exemplar, Sleepio) were awarded a grant by Innovate UK to explore how a DTx product might be offered at population scale over a period of twelve months. One of the expected outcomes from the project would be the creation of an effective blueprint for commissioners to adopt and roll out future DTx products. As part of one of the work packages within this project, 37 commissioners and senior decision-makers likely to be involved in commissioning digital mental health solutions across the South East of England were invited by email to participate in this study. Fourteen stakeholders (38%) responded and took part in the interview programme.

Eight (57%) respondents were interviewed face to face and in 6 (43%) cases, when this was not possible, a teleconference call was conducted. All interviews took place in the workplace.

All interviews were semistructured and presented consistent questions to all participants. The interview guide has been included as online supplementary material. Each interview lasted between 45 and 75 min. Each interview covered questions on:

- The need for innovation in digital health.
- Respondents’ experience of commissioning digital health products and DTx.

Respondents’ perceptions of types of arguments to support adoption.
- Local/regional decision-making processes.
- Respondents’ experience of implementing digital health programmes at scale.

In addition, participants were given some multiple choice and ranking exercises to gauge their perceptions of different commissioning models for the case study DTx (www.sleepio.com). Rankings were anchored with case examples of maximum and minimum ratings. For each interview, there were three researchers present, including the corresponding author, to manage questioning and recording of responses. Although they would provide a permanent and accurate record of the interviews, audio recordings were considered potentially off putting for participants and contemporaneous notes were taken by one member of the panel during each interview with the respondent’s consent. Both genders were represented on each interviewing panel.

Interview notes were transcribed and anonymised after completion and were interpreted using the method of qualitative content analysis as described by Mayring.16 Qualitative content analysis is popular in many areas of psychological and sociological research offering a systematic and sequential model for analysis also finding a place in case study research. Its rule-based nature makes the process easy to learn and easily translatable to a variety of research questions. It was deemed to be the most appropriate model for this research question, which was relatively well defined, and where more open procedures, for example, grounded theory may not have been suitable.

In brief, the process started with decontextualisation of the responses using an inductive coding process. Iterative cleansing of the coded ideas then afforded an array of concepts which were then grouped and categorised by the research team collectively, first to reported phases of the digital innovation adoption process and then into homogenous themes and subthemes. A triangulation phase was performed with the research team to ensure that thematic categorisation was justified and consistent between respondents. The final models bring together all themes and related subthemes into a single framework relevant to a specific part of the innovation adoption process. This process provided a systematic approach to allow valid inferences to be drawn from the data that relate to practical challenges and implications around the adoption of DTx.

RESULTS

Participant characteristics
Respondents’ backgrounds ranged from general practitioner (GP) Mental Health Leads, clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) Senior Commissioning Managers, Heads of Medicines Optimisation, Planned Care Leads and Assistant Directors of Public Health. Respondents’ knowledge and background are characterised best by four professional roles (see figure 1A).
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Figure 1  Backgrounds and primary job role of the sample engaged and respondents’ rating of their level of experience of commissioning digital health products. Graphs showing breakdown by percentage of complete sample (n=14). GP, general practitioner; NHS, National Health Service.

Half of the respondent sample were affiliated with CCGs (see figure 1B).

Range of experience among interviewees in commissioning digital health innovations varied widely. Just under half of the respondents rated their experience of commissioning digital health products as the highest ranking (5; see figure 1C). Those who rated themselves as having less experience often explicitly stated that this was due to a lack of opportunity, rather than enthusiasm for engagement with such technology. Examples such as Kooth, Healios and Big White Wall were cited as recently commissioned or trialled products.17–19 Some digital health products described had been designed, commissioned and rolled-out locally. Self-development approaches were considered appealing as the organisation retained “control around all aspects of the bespoke project and [we] were able to engage residents in design”. (Commissioner, Public Health)

Phases of commissioning digital health solutions

Several themes emerged from the information collected from respondents. A number of options for grouping and ordering the thematic issues were considered. A chronological approach was chosen as the issues expressed could, with some exceptions, be placed within the current commissioning journey of a new health innovation; from initial evaluation and selection, to the process of commissioning and creating contracts, to the final phase of rollout and implementation (see figure 2).

Phase one: evaluation and selection

The key themes derived from the process of qualitative content analysis of interview responses related to evaluating and selecting are summarised in figure 3.

Digital innovation was commonly described as being risky. Not only in terms of uncertainty around potential outcomes and take-up, but for commissioners personally. Tightly controlled budgets meant that redirection of funding from an existing programme was open to greater scrutiny and several participants gave examples when they, or their department, had been criticised for funding projects that had not delivered.

Four (29%) commissioners expressed support and interest in DTx innovations; however, they suggested that the funding should be seen as the responsibility of other organisations/agencies/departments, for example, “shouldn’t this sit under ‘prevention’?” (Commissioner, Clinical Commissioning Group)

Three (21%) commissioners stated that they would, personally, be supportive of adopting innovations but believed they would not receive the support of decision-making colleagues particularly in organisations with a culture of slow adoption.

Concerns were expressed around the role of the commissioner, as a non-technical expert, in deciding which digital health products—from the myriad available—to promote and recommend locally. Three
(21%) participants expressed support for the creation of a central, decision-making body to evaluate such products, preferably producing a pre-evaluated and approved ‘menu’ of DTx innovations.

The evidence for clinical effectiveness of Sleepio, the technology exemplar being used, was particularly strong20–29 and as such was seen positively by the respondents. Evidence was considered a particularly important determinant of selection and downstream adoption, particularly compared against evidence for non-digital incumbent treatments.

It was perceived by three (21%) respondents that digital health solutions also carry an additional burden of risk in terms of “patient data security” (GP, General Practice), “technical integration issues and information governance”. (Commissioner, Clinical Commissioning Group)

Phase two: commissioning and contracting

The key themes derived from the process of qualitative content analysis of interview responses related to commissioning and contracting are shown in figure 4.

Three commissioning models were suggested to participants (figure 5). The most commonly supported commissioning model, from those offered, was population-based commissioning; a single fee to allow population-wide uptake. Five (36%) participants selected this as the model most likely to be adopted in practice; however, participants noted that budget impact and related factors were also important considerations.

Outcomes-based commissioning was selected as the preferred model by three (21%) commissioners, including two GPs. However, it was noted that this model was highly reliant on access to robust data and measurement systems. All three commissioners raised concerns around data quality and collection.

A variation of the outcomes-based commissioning model, proposed by two (14%) participants, was a ‘risk-share’ approach, based on a rebate in situations where agreed outcomes were not met.

The principle of license-per-user commissioning was not well supported and selected by only one (7%) participant. The reason for this being unfavourable to many was that it would be unlikely to provide economic predictability when considering rollout across a wide geographical area.

A more acceptable approach to commissioning DTx products, suggested by four commissioners (28%), would be to integrate them into existing local programmes of support for residents offering a range of well-being services, or to signpost potential users to a DTx product, minimising risk and cost.

Although cost saving was a primary aspiration of commissioners, decisions to fund were also largely based on the comparative quality of care, or outcomes offered, relative to the incumbent product or service. Several commissioners suggested that compelling qualitative data from patients expressing positive sentiments and a demand for a product would be taken seriously and strengthen any business case submitted.

One respondent described that if committing to a digital health implementation programme “inadequate funding could have significant implications on its viability. Conversely, overly generous funding could lead to raised expectations and accusations of profligacy”. (Commissioner, Public Health)

Phase three: adoption and implementation

The key themes derived from the process of qualitative content analysis of interview responses related to adoption and implementation are presented in figure 6.

A commonly expressed view was that digital health products would be acceptable to younger, but not older patients. Such assertions were based on the experiences,
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and in three (21%) instances on the preconceptions, of the individual commissioners involved. Concerns about those with learning or language difficulties or lack of access to technology were also proposed as potential barriers to both implementation and commissioning.

Unlike the existing situation with pharmaceuticals, no examples of established forums or working groups for digital health implementation were given by the respondents. Comparisons were drawn with prescribing groups, drug and therapeutic committees for medicines optimisation which currently exist.

Potential issues around adherence were expressed by two (14%) respondents. Unlike medicines, there are “…no obvious moments, such as the ordering of repeat prescriptions” (Pharmacist, Clinical Commissioning Group), to prompt reviews or indicate to the clinician that a course of treatment had been completed. Although this placed responsibility in the hands of patients, which may be considered empowering, concerns were expressed that such products might be used inconsistently, or not at all.

The respondents with main role as GP reported that the sheer number of new initiatives that clinicians, managers and commissioners are expected to engage with is deemed to be too high and commonly expressed as ‘initiative fatigue’. This concern was not specific to digital adoption.

The practical question as to how digital health products could be disseminated to a wider audience was expressed as part of these conversations. Without advertising budgets or the involvement of company representatives, commissioners were unable to describe alternative ways to promote such products and suggested this was beyond the scope of their role.

DISCUSSION

This work outlines how difficult it is for healthcare leaders and commissioners to initiate, execute and sustain changes in the NHS. This work has looked to explore some of the most significant barriers to the various stages of adopting DTx technologies for mental health at scale. It highlights ‘digital-specific’ issues which increase the complexity around selection, commissioning and implementation.

Commissioners’ lack of familiarity with technology was commonly expressed. This might be resolved by the development of a central, decision-making body to evaluate and approve new digital health and DTx products. The research team acknowledge the existence of three potential resources fitting this description, for example, ORCHA, NHS Apps Library, and Our Mobile Health.

Formularies and other local structures to allow clinicians to discuss and receive updates about pharmaceutical medications and other treatments have developed over time. These existing structures might, in time, allow DTx to receive similar attention alongside existing treatments. However, the development of parallel structures focussing on DTx could allow those with technical experience and understanding to aid clinicians to safely navigate and build their knowledge in this emerging area.

Commonly held attitudes and perspectives around DTx among commissioners require challenge, particularly those around the age profile of potential users. The misconception that young people represent the key audience, preferring or demanding digital solutions, is widespread despite evidence to the contrary.

Furthermore, developers of digital innovations were described, by several commissioners, as being unaware of the acceptable levels of evidence required to make a sufficiently robust case when approaching commissioners, though the authors acknowledge that clinical evidence is being addressed through the NICE Evidence for Effectiveness Framework. Over time it may also be necessary for specific forums for digital health, potentially requiring specialised knowledge, to be established locally or regionally.

In addition, this study reported interesting observations in terms of preferences around commissioning models. Few commissioners have a wealth of experience of commissioning digital health solutions or the models by which this is best done. While outcomes-based commissioning was popular, a significant hurdle was seen by many in terms of the associated increases in data collection, analysis and reporting. However, as connectivity and data integration in healthcare advances, such burdens in capturing outcomes are likely to be reduced which may change the landscape and commissioners’ preferences around commissioning models.

Population-based commissioning was deemed the most acceptable of the models suggested, though the potential for poor take-up and reliance on effective dissemination made this option potentially risky for commissioners whose role rarely requires expertise in marketing or population engagement.

While digital health and mhealth are broad technology areas, comprising thousands of solutions...
offering different degrees of transformative change, it is proposed that the barriers faced are likely to be common and consistent, particularly in the areas related to the processes around decision-making in commissioning organisations, and that the learning presented could be applied to a range of other digital health products.

It is important to note the limitations in this study. The sample size, while covering a broad complement of likely stakeholders involved in digital commissioning, was small. In addition, the case study DTx product, a digital CBT solution for insomnia (www.sleepio.com), was unusual in terms of its strong evidence base, having arrived at the market with eight randomised controlled trials and a host of other peer-reviewed studies. Digital health products are typically launched with limited published data around safety and effectiveness and, as such, it remains difficult to compare potential DTx solutions with incumbent technologies already commissioned.

CONCLUSIONS

There are few studies that have looked at the specific local and regional issues associated with commissioning digital solutions for well recognised population health needs. This study highlights a number of important barriers likely to be faced by innovators and suppliers of DTx mental health solutions attempting to gain spread and adoption at scale in the NHS. Recognition of such barriers may be helpful for innovators when developing engagement and market access strategies. Further work is most certainly required in understanding this complex and evolving area of commissioning and in supporting commissioners to select, evaluate and implement digital solutions likely to positively transform healthcare ecosystems and improve outcomes for patients.
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